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ARCADIAN SINGLE
DIMENSIONS｜457 x 470mm

FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

ARCADIAN SINGLE
DIMENSIONS｜457 x 470mm

EASTWELL FOUNTAIN
DIMENSIONS｜785 x 595mm



FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

QUADRUPLE LOTUS BOWL
DIMENSIONS｜1200 x 4470mm

NEOPOLITAN FOUNTAIN
DIMENSIONS｜955 x 1395mm

NEOPOLITAN SMALL/LARGE
DIMENSIONS｜680 x 1175mm



FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

SMALL NEOPOLITAN
DIMENSIONS｜460 x 655mm

ETON COLLEGE FOUNTAIN
DIMENSIONS｜955 x 1860mm

NEOPOLITAN SMALL/LARGE
DIMENSIONS｜1830 x 2777mm



FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

FONTAINEBLEAU FOUNTAIN
DIMENSIONS｜915 x 635mm

WEST LODGE FOUNTAIN
DIMENSIONS｜660 x 527mm

SINGLE DOLPHIN 
Height｜740mm



FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

LARGE DOLPHIN FOUNTAIN
DIMENSIONS｜700 x 670 x 905mm

LION FOUNTAIN
DIMENSIONS｜280 x 610mm

TRIPLE DOLPHINE
Height｜510mm



FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

BOY HOLDING DOLPHIN
DIMENSIONS｜180 x 510 mm

FIGURED FOUNTAIN
DIMENSIONS｜520 x 710mm

WATER NYMPH
DIMENSIONS｜435 x 1005mm



FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

SPIRAL TOWER FOUNTAIN
DIMENSIONS｜250 x 800mm

SPIRAL TOWER
DIMENSIONS｜250 x 800mm

SPIRAL EGG FOUNTAIN
DIMENSIONS｜380 x 500mm



FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

LEFT｜HALF SMALL POOL SURROUND
RIGHT｜ARCADIAN HALL POOL SURROUND



WISLEY FOUNTAIN
Dimensions: Weight: 367kg (808 lb)  Diameter of upper bowl: 800mm  Diameter of lower bowl: 1200mm  Overall Height: 1692mm

FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

Incorporating stylised passion flower designs 
to the pedestals and surmounted by a custom 
made pineapple finial. 

Based on the existing Double Lotus Fountain, 
for dimensions see below.

GENERAL NOTE
Simple precautions should be taken to avoid 
frost damage to fountains. Water should be 
drained off before winter every year and not 
replaced until spring when any risk of hard 
frost has passed.



EXTRA LARGE POOL
Typical average weights: Kerb sections: 31kg (68 lb) Vase sections: 40kg (88 lb) Kerb plinth: 31kg (68 lb) Vase plinth: 50kg (110 lb)

FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

There are six standard sizes: 
Half Small, Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large 
and Extra Extra Large.

The vase section, which is in the shape of a conch 
shell, flanked by two dolphins, is supported by a base 
decorated with palmettes and scrolls. It can be used 
as a fountain, a planter, or both.

The kerb section has a continuous moulding enriched 
with ovolo and palmette designs. The plinth lends 
appeal to the overall appear¬ance of the pool, 
raising it from ground level.

Glass fiber pool liners are available for the Half Small 
and Small pools only. Larger pools should be lined 
with a waterproofed render. Alternatively butyl liners 
may be used.



FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

Pool Surrounds are available in numerous 
combinations of kerb, vase and plinth sections 
to suit individual requirements. There are six 
standard sizes: Half Small, Small, Medium, 
Large, Extra Large and Extra Extra Large.

Straight pool components, including corners, are 
also available. These can be combined with circular 
pools to create a number of interesting pool shapes.

Glass fiber pool liners are available for the Half Small 
and Small pools only. Larger pools should be lined 
with a waterproofed render. Alternatively butyl liners 
may be used.

EXTRA EXTRA LARGE POOL
Typical average weights: Kerb sections: 31kg (68 lb) Vase sections: 40kg (88 lb) Kerb plinth: 31kg (68 lb) Vase plinth: 50kg (110 lb)



JUBILEE POOL SURROUND: 31kg 
Dimensions: Height: 215mm (8 1/2 “) Weight: 212kg (467 lb) Outside base diameter: 1470mm (57 7/8”)

FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

The Cast Stone Jubilee Pool Surround from 
HaddonStone has been inspired by a pool surround in 
HaddonStone's Jubilee Show Garden in 
Northamptonshire. 

This Stone Jubilee Pool Surround is intended to 
provide a simple surround for a small water 
features. 

This simple design can sit on an existing terrace or 
patio as it requires no additional excavation. 
Illustrated with the C3750 Small Neapolitan Fountain 
centerpiece

This Cast Stone pool surround by HaddonStone, ideal 
for a small water feature, is available in Portland, 
Bath or Terracotta colours.



LARGE POOL SURROUND
Typical average weights: Kerb sections: 31kg (68 lb) Vase sections: 40kg (88 lb) Kerb plinth: 31kg (68 lb) Vase plinth: 50kg (110 lb)

FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

There are six standard sizes: 
Half Small, Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large 
and Extra Extra Large.

The vase section, which is in the shape of a conch 
shell, flanked by two dolphins, is supported by a base 
decorated with palmettes and scrolls. It can be used 
as a fountain, a planter, or both.

The kerb section has a continuous moulding enriched 
with ovolo and palmette designs. The plinth lends 
appeal to the overall appear¬ance of the pool, 
raising it from ground level.

Glass fiber pool liners are available for the Half Small 
and Small pools only. Larger pools should be lined 
with a waterproofed render. Alternatively butyl liners 
may be used.



MEDIUM  POOL
Typical average weights: Kerb sections: 31kg (68 lb) Vase sections: 40kg (88 lb) Kerb plinth: 31kg (68 lb) Vase plinth: 50kg (110 lb)

Pool Surrounds are available in numerous 
combinations of kerb, vase and plinth sections 
to suit individual requirements. There are six 
standard sizes: Half Small, Small, Medium, 
Large, Extra Large and Extra Extra Large.

Straight pool components, including corners, are 
also available. These can be combined with circular 
pools to create a number of interesting pool shapes.

Glass fiber pool liners are available for the Half Small 
and Small pools only. Larger pools should be lined 
with a waterproofed render. Alternatively butyl liners 
may be used.

FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE



SMALL ROMAN POOL SURROUND
Height: 380mm (15”)

FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

This design extends the range of Pool 
Surrounds. 

The design features a bold roll moulding and 
the flat Coping forms a low sitting place. 

Also available are straight and corner Stones 
allowing pools of differing shapes to be made. 
Glass fiber pool liners are available for the Half 
Small and Small pools only.



SMALL POOL
Typical average weights: Kerb sections: 31kg (68 lb) Vase sections: 40kg (88 lb) Kerb plinth: 31kg (68 lb) Vase plinth: 50kg (110 lb)

FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

There are six standard sizes: 
Half Small, Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large 
and Extra Extra Large.

The vase section, which is in the shape of a conch 
shell, flanked by two dolphins, is supported by a base 
decorated with palmettes and scrolls. It can be used 
as a fountain, a planter, or both.

The kerb section has a continuous moulding enriched 
with ovolo and palmette designs. The plinth lends 
appeal to the overall appear¬ance of the pool, 
raising it from ground level.

Glass fiber pool liners are available for the Half Small 
and Small pools only. Larger pools should be lined 
with a waterproofed render. Alternatively butyl liners 
may be used.



FOUNTAINS｜ CONCRETE

The Cast Stone Toros Pool Surround from 
HaddonStone has been designed to be level 
with a lawn or patio. It is perfect for creating a 
fish pond or Garden pond.

The Cast Stone Toros Pool Surround is a simple bull-
nosed pool surround which can be used in 
conjunction with the HaddonStone standard Pool 
Liner and Flooring or as a fish pond. The Stone Toros
Pool Surround is perfect for use with the West Lodge 
Fountain (illustrated). The Cast StoneToros Pool 
Surround from HaddonStone is ideal for both a fish 
pond or Garden pond.

This Cast Stone Toros Pool Surround by HaddonStone
is available in Portland, Bath or Terracotta colours.

JUBILEE POOL SURROUND:
Dimensions: Internal Diameter: 1720mm  Weight: 200kg (441 lb) External Diameter: 2320mm  Thickness: 50mm  Weight (per slab): 25kg
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